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Introduction
The theory proposed by Dijkstra [0] has been very fruitful in the design of sequential algorithms because it provides a rigorous base of understanding. In this theory programs and their corresponding correctness proofs are designed hand in hand. Some efforts have been made to extend the proof theory for sequential programming to the parallel case. The Gries-Owicki theory [5] is a good example of this. What is not dealt with in this theory is the development of parallel programs. The theory of designing parallel algorithms is still immature but a number of parallel programming techniques support the task of designing parallel algorithms. This paper tries to give an overview of the parallel programming techniques that have been used in the construction of a parallel linear algebra library at KSLA [9] . In this library many parallel algorithms have been designed, e.g. LU-and QR-decomposition, triangular system solving and matrix multiplication.
The programming techniques we discuss focuss on three important aspects during the design: functional specifications, invariants and correctness. The parallel program is specified using functional specifications in which an abstraction has been made of the communication behaviour of the program. This functional specification is the starting point for the construction of invariants. With every invariant a process is associated which will 33 maintain it. Processes are clustered into a single parameterised process in order to obtain a parallel program consisting of p processes with a tow communication overhead and an even work load distribution. This parameterised process depends on the total number of processes p and the chosen clustering. The necessary communication processes are derived from the invariant of such a clustered process. Advantages of this approach are that the parallel (linear algebra) program is derived independent of a given computer architecture and that a good insight can be obtained in the work load distribution and communication overhead. Actual implementations in a parallel programming language have to focuss on the implementation of the communication processes. In the implementation of the communication processes deadlock has to be avoided. Absence of deadlock in programs based on CSP [2] can be proved by transformation of the program texts. This technique is called PAR-simplification and is explained in a informal way in this paper.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. Sections 1 and 2 discuss functional specifications and (parallel) invariants. Section 3 looks at the use of auxiliary variables needed in both the derivation of a parallel program and in its correctness proof. The construction of an example linear algebra program including the clustering of processes and its impact on the total number of communications and the work load distribution is discussed in Section 4. Total correctness, especially absence of deadlock, is discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and discussion points are given in Section 6.
The notation we use in this paper closely follows [1] and [0] .
Functional specifications
The functional specification describes what a program must do. It is the abstraction of the application. Specifications of programs can be given in terms of pre-and postconditions [0] . A precondition is an assertion describing the set of initial states that must be satisfied to guarantee that a program, if terminated properly, reaches one of the states described by the postcondition. 
By counting N[s, t] for these clusters the following results are obtained :

N[s, t](identity) = 2 * m -1, Ncom(identity) = 2 * m 2 * n + O(m * n), N[s, t](row) = m, Ncom(row) = m 2 • n, g[s,t](block) =2,q-1, Ncom(block)=2*ma/U.n+O(m.n), g[*, t](grid ) = 2 * q -1, Ncom(grid ) = 2 * m a/2 • n + O(m * n).
It is clear that a row clustering results in more communications than a grid or a block clustering. Hence, the choice to be made is between the latter two. It turns out that there is no difference between the grid and block clustering in the work load distribution and the number of communications per iteration. The grid clustering, and its corresponding distribution of matrices (cyclic storage) [4] , is the key to achieving high effidency in many parallel linear algebra computations, such as e.g. LU-and QR-decomposition and triangular system solving. Therefore, we also use assume a grid clustering in this example and we continue with the specification and derivation of the communication processes. can be shown by proving that every sequential process terminates and also that the parallel execution of processes does not invalidate the proof of sequential termination of the processes [5] . Absence of deadlock can be shown in many ways, for example by defining partial orders [2] . Absence of deadlock in the parallel linear algebra library [9] is shown by applying PAR simplification. The communication model that is used is based on CSP [2] and occam [3] . Processes communicate synchronously with each other using point-to-point channels and two communication primitives. The primitives are c! and c?.
PAR-simplification makes use of the occam programming model [3] . Processes in The application of PAR-simplification, touched upon briefly in this paper, seems to be a good alternative to prove absence or presence of deadlock in parallel programs. The full scope of this technique is still not clear. Some applications of PAR-simplification in the linear algebra library showed that it is possible to deal with asynchronous communication,
provided that messages eventually arrive in the same order as they were sent, and it is also possible to deal with communication processes that have a dynamic communication structure. This claim is only for processes with a fixed number of channels. Another discussion point concerns the use of functional languages as specifications for parallel programs. Functional languages may provide good alternatives to derive recursive parallel programs, i.e. parallel programs using dynamic process creation. An exampte of the connection between functional languages and parallel programs in this context can be found in [6] . The derivation of the example parallel program performing B * B t started in a 'classical' way leading to what can be called a ~cell' invariaut in systolic computations [8] . By introducing clustering the granularity of the computation can be controlled, thus making it possible to minimise the number of communications and to assure load balance.
It would be interesting to look how clustering would affect systolic computations. The program derived in [8] can be treated in the same way as the example parallel program in this paper.
